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Key to sections of the Official Information Act 1982 under which information has been 
withheld. 

Certain information in this document has been withheld under one or more of the 
following sections of the Official Information Act, as applicable: 

[1] 9(2)(a) - to protect the privacy of natural persons, including deceased people 
  

[2] 9(2)(b)(i) - to protect trade secrets 
 

[3] 9(2)(b)(ii) - to avoid unreasonable prejudice to the commercial position of the 
person who supplied the information or who is the subject of the information 
 

[4] 9(2)(ba) - to protect information that is subject to an obligation of confidence, or 
that was or could be provided under legal compulsion, where making the 
information available would be likely to prejudice the supply of similar 
information and it is in the public interest for that information to continue to be 
supplied 
 

[5] 9(2)(d) - to avoid prejudice to the substantial economic interests of New 
Zealand 
 

[6] 9(2)(g)(i) - to maintain the effective conduct of public affairs through the free 
and frank expression of opinions 
 

[7] 9(2)(h) - to maintain legal professional privilege 
 

[8] 9(2)(i) - to enable the Crown to carry out commercial activities without 
disadvantage or prejudice. 

Where information has been withheld, a numbered reference to the applicable section 
of the Official Information Act has been made, as listed above. For example, an [8] 
appearing where information has been withheld in a release document refers to section 
9(2)(i). 

In preparing this Information Release, the Treasury has considered the public interest 
considerations in section 9(1) of the Official Information Act. 
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This presentation was prepared exclusively for the benefit and internal use of the intended recipient and does not carry any right of publication or disclosure to 
any other party. This presentation is incomplete without reference to, and should be viewed solely in conjunction with, any oral briefing provided by South 
Canterbury Finance limited and/or its appointed advisors . Neither this presentation nor any of its contents may be used for any other purpose without the prior 
written consent of South Canterbury Finance Limited. 
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1. Executive Summary (cont'd) 

• with the benefit of the existing Crown Guarantee, Forsyth Barr is confident that SCF will be able to successfu lly access the debenture "..lI 

" and debt capital markets within the guarantee period . .,.J' ..., 
,,) " .... 

~ KM also notes that SCF would not be compliant with RBNZ's draft NBDT policies (in its current draft form): Sr -JJ ,,~'r 
• the reality is that it is unlikely that any finance company who seeks funds from the public currently satisfies the RBNZ draft NBD;]O;; 

capital adequacy requirements (which we note, are still under review); and r 
• as a consequence, if the RBNZ draft NBDT rules were implemented in their current form, there would not be a NBDT sector in New 

Zealand; however 

• the strategy cu rrently being implemented by SCF and its advisors (refer Section 10) wil l enable SCF to emerge as a downsized, more 

focussed business which will potentially comply with the NBDT regime by 30 June 2011 (if that regime was enacted in its current 
OJ 

form). 

With an adverse view on liquidity and capital adequacy, this has influenced KM's views on the level of appropriate provisioning: J 
• consistent with its instructions, KM's analysis reflects the view that SCF's liquidity issues will not allow it to manage its loan book 

appropriately and rol lover its advances and will be required to "forced sale" the underlying assets/security. 

Other factors which contribute to KM 's view that a higher level of provisioning is required include: 

• the relatively short timeframe in which KM has had to make its desktop assessment, and KM 's preference to rely upon its own 
subjective and unsubstantiated valuations rather than independent recognised valuations: 

in our view, this methodology reflects KM's orientation as receivers/ liquidators, rather than finance company specia lists; 

KM spent only limited time with senior SCF executives in its evaluation process; and 

there also appears to have been a lack of information on KM's beha lf; 

• KM acknowledges the uncertainty surrounding the provisioning, and reduced many of its preliminary estimates. 

~ To substantiate and va lidate ou r view, we review a selection of those loans which KM assert require a significant level of additional 

provisioning and we provide robust information which supports SCF's views on specific provisioning: 

• we also note a degree of ambiguity and vagueness in relation to KM's collective provisioning; and 

• this information supports SCF's view that the increased provisioning suggested by KM is overly excessive. 

[ 
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1. Executive Summary (cont'd) 

~ KM's references to the loan portfolio and loan management systems and process are inaccurate in a number of respects: 

• its report materially overstates SCF's exposure to specific sectors and specific geographical locations; and 

• many of KM's statements are simply incorrect. 

~ KM make reference to the appointment of Forsyth Barr and Harmos Horton Lusk as advisors to SouthburyjSCF and the fact that they are 

not clear what strategy Southbury's advisors will pursue (notwithstanding an explanation by Allan Hubbard, Chairman of SCF and director 
and major shareholder of Southbury): 

• we confirm that Southbury does have a clear strategy and this has been previously enunciated to both the Treasury and the Trustee; 

• we briefly outline this strategy in section 11 of this document and would be pleased to discuss this in more detail; and 

• Southbury's advisors were Q.ot contac~prior to KM fina lising its report so there was no opportunity for clarification and confi rming 

how this strategy appropriately addresses the key issues identified in its report. 

~ We do not believe KM has focused on SCF as a going concern and has largely ignored the sustainabi lity of SC F"s ongoing business: 

• notwithstanding current market conditions, a reduction in the size of SCF"s loan book, and the need to hold excess liquidity, the 

Company is currently forecasting a NPBT for the year to 30 June 2010 of $21.4 million; 

• putting aside the potential cost of the new Crown Guarantee, profitability is anticipated to increase further in 2011 with SCF 

forecasting NPBT of $33.8 million. 

~ The owners of SCF, principally AJ and MJ Hubbard, have via Southbury Group Limited and in a persona l capacity, provided a significant 

amount of support to SCF over the last 12 - 18 months: 

• have acquired problem assets, injected quality assets into SCF, and provided other "make-whole" agreements to the Company; 

• remain committed to the continued success and recapitalisation of SCF. 

~ For all of the reasons outlined above, it is critical that the KM report is recognised as an opinion on the position of SCF in the event of 

failure (in accordance with instructions) as opposed to the status of the Company as a going concern. 
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2. SCF's Liquidity 

With the existing Crown Guarantee, South Canterbury Finance has the ability to readily access the retail market for 
additional liquidity within the guarantee period. 

~ The KM report highlights liquidity as an immediate concern: 

• the report states the low recent reinvestment rates "supports the assumption that there are other factors driving investors decisions, 
as opposed to their decision being solely focused on the protection that the Crown Guarantee provides"; 

• KM do not provide any ana lysis to support its contention that SCF's reinvestment rates are low relative to the reinvestment rates of 
other companies in the finance sector. 

~ In Forsyth Barr's experience, the relatively low reinvestment rates merely reflect the low interest rates offered by SCF, relative to its 

competitors, combined with (more recently) the lack of a registered prospectus: 

• note that SCF's 1 yea r rate of 5.50% is currently 1.50% below the 7.00% rate cu rrent ly being offered by MARAC (the only other BB+ 

Negative Outlook issuer in the sector); 

• SCF's 1 year rate at 5.50% is also materially below the approximate 7.00% yield on its equiva lent 1 year listed security (SCF030); and 

• as all investments covered by the Crown Guarantee are effectively "perfect substitutes", it is understandable that investor monies 

tend to gravitate towards the higher offered rate. 

~ Forsyth Barr believe that SCF can readily address any liquidity issues by offering a more appropriate interest rate for a term covered by the 

Crown Guarantee once its prospectus is registered: 

• Forsyth Barr is well qualified to provide this guidance, having raised $225 million for SCF and PGW Finance across two Crown 

Guaranteed offers in late 200B/early 2009. 

~ The Company is currently in negotiations with USPP investors subsequent to the Company's rating downgrade on 13 August 2009: 

• under the terms of the USPP investors are able to seek repayment on or around 30 November; 

• current discussions are based on amortising the repayment of the USPP over a 3 'h year period; 

• whether or not the USPP is restructured, the debenture/ retail bond programme remains a viable refinancing mechanism. 
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2. SCF's Liquidity (cont'd) 

• The key issue facing SCF in relation to liquidity is the fact that its does not presently have a va lid prospectus to raise debenture capital 

from the public: 

• this is the biggest issue facing the Company at the moment and, if it is not addressed soon, it has the potential to significantly 

undermine the sustainability of the business; and 

• it will also be extremely difficult for the Company to raise additional equity capital and for Southbury to implement its proposed equity 
raising plan. 

• The Company's inability to access the public markets for additional debenture capital will also impact the Company's ability to successfully 
renegotiate with its US PP investors. 
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3. Provisioning 

Korda Mentha are specialists in receiverships and, in operating within its terms of reference, have adopted what the 
Company considers as an overly aggressive position on provisioning. 

~ KM was instructed to undertake a desktop valuation based on a "forced seller" basis for the material impaired, re lated party and non·cash 
flow assets: 

• accordingly, KM has adopted very conservative valuations for these loans, and there would be considerable upside if these assets 
are progressively realised in an orderly manner (consistent with SCF being a going concern). 

~ In addition, the higher potential provisions presented by KM in its report should be viewed with caution given the high degree of 
uncertainty, which KM itself acknowledge, by the language used by KM in its report: 

• "aggregate provisioning is extremely sensitive to the collective provision"; 

• "under different scenarios impairment provisions could have totalled ... "; and 

• KM's collective estimates are effectively caveated by the inclusion of the word "(say)". 

~ KM suggests that under a scenario (i .e. not necessarily the most likely scenario) impairment provisions could (i .e. not would) have been 

$75 - 110 million higher, as shown below: 

($m) 

Specific 80 139 139 

Collective - at risk (say) 10 40 
19 

Collective - unimpaired (say) 25 30 

Total 99 174 209 

South Canterbury Finance 
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3. Provisioning (cont'd) 

~ We present in the following pages clear and objective evidence that a significant proportion of KM's proposed increase in specific and 

collective provisions have little merit, are overstated or are inaccurate. 

~ SCF also stresses that KM's conclusions should be considered in the context of its specific instructions to undertake desktop valuations of 

particular assets on a "forced seller" basis: 

• KM is fam iliar with administering receiverships and liquidations under "forced sa le" circumstances; 

• KM has had less than two months to form its desktop view, whi lst SCF's proposed provisioning reflects years of experience in the 

industry and with the particular borrowers, and is supported by independent valuations. 

~ As a desktop exercise, KM's provisions are not based on a detailed understanding of the asset in question (i.e. pursuant to a site visit or 

security inspection) or the cl ient's ability to repay and the borrower's previous history. 
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7. SCF's Dairy Assets 

SCF's dairy assets are high quality dairying operations and are well positioned to benefit from the recovery underway in the 
dairy industry. 

~ KM makes a number of assert ions regarding the value of SCF's 33% shareholding in Dairy Holdings Limited ("DHL") and the lack of 
liquidity for such assets. 

~ The last two months have seen a strong rebound in dairy commodity prices and sentiment in the sector: 

• after dropping to a low of US$2,290/tonne in June, the weighted average USD dairy commodity price has increased substantially. 
especia lly in recent weeks, to US$3,520/tonne in early September. 

~ The following fundamental factors have contributed to the rebound in prices: 

• significant gains in the price of wholemi lk powder; 

• low domestic stock and production levels; and 

• strong demand from India for fat-based dairy products. 

~ On Friday 10 September 2009, Fonterra announced that it expects to make a further announcement as to the likely dairy payout over the 
next few weeks: 

• SCF believes that, based on the recent dairy price recovery, an increased payout is becoming increasingly likely. 

~ Based on the recent recovery in dairy commod ity prices, investor interest in the sector has rebounded: 

• SCF recently received an expression of interest for its 33% shareholding in DHL for in excess of its current carrying value; 

• Olam International's recent cornerstone shareholding in NZ Farming Systems Uruguay (arguably an inferior asset) and interest in PGG 
Wrightson is further evidence of growing offshore interest in the sector; and 

• references in the KM report to the failure of the second largest shareholder in DHL to sell its stake in the company relate more to the 

price sought by the vendor at that time and the existence of pre-emptive rights complicating the sa le process, rather than lack of 
interest in the shareholding. 

~ DHL has invested heavily over the recent yea rs and is ideally placed to reap the cost and operating efficiencies from this investment. 

~ Forsyth Barr is advising SCF and Southbury on sa le and restructuring options for the da iry assets, including a potential IPO. 

It.. 13 
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8. Board and Governance 

SCF is currently in the process of implementing significant changes to the structure and composition of the Board and 
management. 

~ Mr Allan Hubbard is aware that he needs to implement signifi cant changes to both the composition and structure of the SCF Board (and 
Southbury's): 

• this has been clea rly communicated to the Treasury and the Trustee; 

• this process has commenced with the recent resignations of Stuart Nattrass and Bob White. 

~ SCF is committed to introducing 3 - 4 new independent directors to the Board of SCF by 30 November 2009: 

• Southbury is in discussions with several potential board appOintments who have the requisite skills, profile and independence; 

• it is likely that these individuals wi ll be appOinted initially in an advisory capacity by 30 September 2009 prior to being appointed 

formally as part of Southbury's proposed restructu ring and recapitalisation process (refer Section 11); and 

• this wi ll enable potential directors to familiarise themselves with Southbury and/or SCF and also contribute to improving SCF's 
governance and systems. 

~ It is Mr Hubbard's intention to step down as Chairman of the Board of SCF once these new appointments are finalised to enable an 
independent Chairperson: 

• it is likely that 2 - 3 new board members will be added to the Southbury Board as part of the pre-I PO capital raising process. 

~ SCF is also aware that it needs to strengthen and broaden its management team: 

• the Company has recently employed an additional senior executive and is actively seeking to recruit additional sen ior management 
personnel includ ing a General Manager, Business in September 2009. 

~ A full restructure of the SCF group has been completed: 

• these changes have focussed on business risk and new credit control regime, together with centralisation of the back office 

functions. 

~ SCF proposes to appropriately reference these changes in the structure and composition of the Board and management in the Draft 

Memorandum of Amendments to the prospectus. 
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9. Management and Systems (continued) 

KM Position • 

~ Company's system does not record whether or not GSAs are first or 

subsequent ranking 

~ Consumer book has been in its current configuration for only three yea rs 

~ Book is not very seasoned 

• Genera l account conduct commenta ry suggests a general lack of full 

compliance but con tains ambiguous references such as: 

• "in many instances"; 

"a number of instances "; and 

• "often limited" 

• Generally a very low level of consideration of exit strategies in regard to 

10an origination 

SCF Position 

• SCF does record whether or not a GSA is first or second ranking and can 

analyse the book on that basis 

• Consumer book has been part of SCF for 83 years, and is well seasoned 

• SCF has quality data and understands the variables within the consumer 
book very well 

~ Commentary not specific enough to be meaningfu l 

~ Specific numbers/percentages required to add credibil ity to the 
statements 

~ Generalisations at present 

~ Almost without exception there was an exit strategy for the loans when 
they were originated 

~ The general deterioration in the market has meant that some origination 
exit strategies are no longer viable and other strategies have to be 
considered (frequently with limited options) 

SCF is disappointed with these inaccuracies and the misleading impression given by its contents. 

SCF acknowledges its systems and processes can be Improved and has restructured accordingly. 
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10. Summary of Financial Statements 

Balance Sheet as at 30 June 2009 (Sm) 

Assets 

Cash and Receivables 

Investment Assets 

Receivables 

Taxation 

Advances 

Prop. Plant & Equipment 

Shares in Associated Co's 

Total Assets 

276.5 

15.4 

53.5 

1,630.9 

124.6 

87.5 

2,311.8 

Liabilities 

Creditors 

Borrowings 

Total Liabilities 

Total Equity 

Total Liabilities Plus Equity 

Source: SCF's full year preliminary result announcement to the NZX (28 Aug 2009). 

r [ 

21.4 

2,079.3 

2,100.7 

211.1 

2,311.8 

Profit & Loss (Sm) 30 June 2010 30 June 2011 

Total Loan Interest Income 187.4 167.0 

Total Lease Income 6.4 2.5 

Total Fee Income 3.7 4.2 

Total Other Income 15.8 25.2 

Total Income 213.4 198.9 

Tota I I nterest Expense (143.0) (121.0) 

T ota I Bad Debt Expenses (14.2) (10.8) 

Depreciation (5.9) (5.4) 

Total Other Expenses (29.0) (27.9) 

Total Expenses (192.0) (165.1) 

Net Profit Before Tax 21.4 33.8 

~ 1.7 
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11. Capital Raising Strategy 

Southbury (SCF's 100% owner) is in the process of Implementing a robust and sustainable long term funding solution for SCF. 

~ An overview of the proposed recapitalisation is as follows: 

• the immediate injection of $40 - 75 million of new ord inary equity into SCF following a private placement wit hin Southbury: 

placement is likely to be in two tranches (reflecting investor preferences) but with all proceeds injected as ordinary equity into 

SCF; 

• the subsequent injection of $75 - 100 million of new ordinary equity into SCF by means of an IPO of a new company ("'Southbury 

Corporation "): 

the IPO capital raising is expected to be underwritten to a minimum of $50 million (an ea rly underwriting commitment is in 

discussion); 

• the conversion of SCF"s existing $120 million perpetual preference shares into fully paid ordinary equity in SCF as part of the IPO: 

assuming 75% conversion, th is will result in a further $90 million of ordinary share capital in SCF ($30 million remains as PPS in 

SCF). 

~ This proposed recapitalisation will provide a $115 - 175 million equity cash injection and $205 - 265 million of new ordinary equity 

capital into SCF which will successfully recapitalise SCF on a sustainable basis: 

• in addition, further discussions continue with an investor who may inject a further $25 - 50 million of additional capita l into 

Southbury. 

~ The IPO and listing of Southbury Corporation on the NZX (cu rrently intended prior to 31 December 2009) will also provide a bona fide 

arms-length equ ity funding solution for SCF: 

• provide a t ransparent and liquid market in the equity of the grou p; 

• add the additional overlay of the NZX's listing rule and continuous disclosure requirements in respect of equity of the group; 

• provide the group with ongoing access transparent to the NZX listed capital markets; and 

• establishes SCF into a viable long-term vehicle, 

~ 18 
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11. Capital Raising Strategy (Cont'd) 

~ The private placement process has commenced and is expected to be completed by late September 2009: 

• a terms sheet has been agreed with Allan Hubbard and potential investors have been identified and contacted; 

• this investor group will likely include a small group of high profile wealthy individuals with demonstrable wealth and business acumen; 

• Forsyth Barr is engaged as Arranger and Lead Manager to the private placement and IPO, and Harmos Horton Lusk are assisting 
Southbury as legal advisors. 

~ The IPO will involve the establishment of Southbury Corporation Limited ("Southbury Corporation") which will hold Southbury Group 

Lim ited's ("Southbury") existing shareholdings in the following subsidiaries: 

• SCF (100%); 

• Helicopters NZ Limited ("HNZ") (100%); and 

• Scales Corporation Limited ("Scales") (86%). 

~ The IPO will seek to raise $75 - 100 million of new equity capital in Southbury Corporation with the proceeds to be injected into SCF as 

new ordinary equity: 

• Allan Hubbard has an exceptionally strong market reputation and has a very loya l and strong investor following; and 

• Forsyth Barr will be Lead Manager, Organising Participant and Underwriter to the IPO of shares in Southbury Corporation. 

~ The IPO will also include an exchange offer for SCF's perpetual preference shareholders to exchange its preference shares in SCF into 

ordinary shares in Southbury Corporation: 

• the proceeds of the exchange offer would then effectively be reinvested as fully paid ordinary equity in SCF; and 

• Forsyth Barr has a significant volume of clients invested in SCF's preference shares (circa $50 million) and is confident that the 

eXChange offer will be well supported by these investors. 

~ A key part of the equity plan is a restructuring of the management and board structu re of SCF and Southbury Corporation.3 

~ In addition to the sa le of non-core investments SCF will also seek to reduce the size of its loan book from $1.7 billion to $1.3 billion: 

• together wi th the institutions discussed above this will reduce SCF's risk weighted capital adequacy requirements under both Basel II 

and the proposed NBDT regime. 
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11. 

---- - -

Capital Raising Strategy (Cont'd) 

~ The new equity raised by the private placement and IPO introduces cash into the Company assisting with liquidity. 

~ SCF is also committed to implementing a range of initiatives which will substantially enhance its risk weighted capital position and 

business focus. These include: 

• a significant reduction in the level of SCF's non-core assets including: 

the sale or restructuring of its sharehold ings in Dairy Holdings and South Island Farms (collectively circa $140 million) by way of 

private sale or IPO; 

the restructuring and effective sale of its interests in Helicopters Nominees (circa $69 million); and 

the sale or recapitalisation of up to $75 million of additional non-core assets (primarily listed bonds and equities). 

• a material reduction in the level of SCF's related party loans: 

since 30 June 2009, related party lending has been reduced by in excess of $50 million; 

the Company is realistically targeting to reduce related party loans by up to $50 - 75 million by 30 June 2010; 

• a prohibition on any further property development lending. 
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